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 A Message from Michael Hawbaker
“Control Your Destiny or Someone Else Will.”  Jack Welch

As we progress through the 2010 construction season there is much to 
accomplish and add the GOH stamp of Quality and Pride on.  High profi le 
projects like Clinton I-80 rehabilitation, Clearfi eld I-80 reconstruction, 
Columbia I-80 bridge replacement and reconstruction and Bradford 219 
full depth reconstruction are to name a few.  We have received many 
complements on these projects for ride quality to increase convenience and, 
as always, those shiny Red Trucks!!

Even at this early time we need to look forward into 2011.  We have a great 
deal of concern that Pennsylvania is at a cross-road with the future of 
transportation funding.  There will be continued funds to repair the most 
critical roads and bridges through rehabilitation and/or replacement. However 
roadway improvements like overlays and seal coat jobs will be dramatically 
reduced, and any capacity improvements will be next to nonexistent based on 
the current budget.

Now is the time for action!  You are a critical voice, and your voice needs to be 
heard.   Pennsylvania’s infrastructure is the foundation of the economy.  Just 
like our homes, with a solid foundation – it will last for generations, continuing 
to grow and prosper for our children’s children.  We have the opportunity to 
build Pennsylvania’s infrastructure as our parents and grandparents did for us, 
and upon which we still ride today.  Without it, the house, the Pennsylvania 
economy, will crumble.

Making a call or writing a letter to your State Representative and Senator is the 
very least we all can do.  This is not asking you to donate money to a political 
candidate or cause; this is to communicate your support that the Roads and 
Bridges must be a priority.  Your communications are necessary to get that 
message across.  To get in touch with your Representative and Senator go to 
www.goh-inc.com and on the left side you will see Grassroots Eff orts.  Click 
there and Go to Pa House or Senate on that page and just put in your zip code.  
You will fi nd your legislators’ phone numbers and addresses listed there.  We 
will post major talking points for you to use when talking or writing to the 
legislators.

What we have at stake is not only the work we do, building roads and bridges, 
hard assets that are owned by the public and used by all, but also directing 
the legislature that infrastructure investment is not an option if we are serious 
about building Pennsylvania’s economic future, our children’s future.

We need to count on each other and our selves to get this done.  In the words 
of Jack Welch, “Control your destiny or someone else will.” 
A note to our vendors and suppliers:  Please communicate this same message 
to your people as we are in this together.  Please use our Political action site 
through our web site www.goh-inc.com as needed.   
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“Mid Point 2010
Our sincere thanks to all for a very promising start to 2010!  At our mid-year point we have 
gained very positive momentum with our 2009 – 2010 backlog, weather breaks and our 
energy fi eld work.  To all from Columbia to Bradford Counties ….. Butler to McKean Counties 
…. Your work has been clearly recognized.  We are not without opportunities to grow and 
improve individually and as a team.  Keeping our head in the game and remaining fl exible 
to the opportunities that we have made and capitalized on is priority ONE.  Safety, Quality, 
Service and Reliability ………………. It makes good things happen!
         
Dan Hawbaker
”

In late May Bob McDaniel & Tom 
Kunes represented GOH & NPP at the 
2010 Transporta  on Construc  on 
Coali  on Fly-in in Washington DC.  
The “Fly-in” serves to inform and 
infl uence lawmakers rela  ve to 
infrastructure issues, needs, ini  a  ves, 
industry job crea  on, and much 
more. The “Fly-in” also provides the 
industry with opportuni  es to make 
recommenda  ons, face-to-face, directly 
with Members of Congress.

GOH encourages all employees to 
contact their elected offi  cials and let 
them know how important it is to 
pass comprehensive transporta  on 
legisla  on annually. Without that 
legisla  on, infrastructure maintenance 
and repair as well as new ini  a  ves 
will suff er if not dry up en  rely. The 
consequences of all this far exceed 
just construc  on. There are signifi cant 
quality-of-life issues involved:  jobs, safe 
road travel, and livable communi  es are 
only a few. Contact your elected offi  cials 
and, once again, let them know how 
important it is to pass comprehensive 
transporta  on legisla  on.

GOH & NPP will continue to send 
representatives to future “Fly-in” type activities.

GOH DC FLY-IN



What I Learned During Asphalt Plant 1A 
Disassembly and Reassembly Project
It was a cold, cold winter day in State 
College when Dan Hawbaker first called me 
about the project.  At the time, I was in 
sunny South Carolina.  It was about 60 
degrees and I was in short sleeves.  I had 
retired and moved south.  Dan asked if I 
was ready to get back into the asphalt plant 
business. I answered, “Yes, but how much 
snow is on the ground?”  In a very positive 
tone of voice, he told me, “Only about 14 
inches; it will be gone by the time you get 
here.  First, I need you to go to Arkansas.”  
I checked the weather in Arkansas.  No 
snow. I think Dan knew that before he 
called. We made a deal and I was off on a 
new exciting project. 
The objective was to disassemble a used 
asphalt plant in Russellville, Arkansas, load 
it onto trucks, move it to Pleasant Gap, 
rebuild and reassemble it by June 14th.   
As with every project I have ever done, I 
learned new things. Usually new machinery 
or technology is on the menu.   On this 
job I learned a great deal about people 
and management practices.  Having been a 
successful business owner myself and 
having traveled across the country as a 
factory rep, experience has taught me what 
to look for.  I have worked for companies 
of all sizes right up to the huge fortune 
500 companies. I am so impressed with 
the Hawbaker Company and its employees/ 
owners, that I will be talking about 
“YOUALL” for many years to come. (“Y-AL” 
is southern for all you nice people.)  
Plant 1A was to be set up on an aggressive 
time schedule. It was critical to get the 
plant online to feed the paving crews 
heavy workload. We set the completion 
date to include a complete rebuild and 
a new paint job.  The schedule was 
kept by what is known as “True Team 

Effort”. Many companies talk about it, many 
companies advertise it, but GOH really has 
it.
From the first day onsite at Pleasant Gap I 
received nothing but full cooperation from 
everyone I dealt with. Most of the people I 
met did not know who I was or where I fit 
in, but that didn’t seem to matter. Anytime 
I asked for help I received it without 
hesitation.  How rare that is and how proud 
all of you should be. Central Pennsylvania is 
famous for its strong work ethic; you are a 
living example of why that is known across 
the country.  Believe me when I tell you 
that this plant project could not have been 
completed in South Carolina, on the same 
schedule, even with a larger crew.
 Every company has their problems and it is 
human nature to see the problems first and 
talk about them.  Remember the old saying, 
“1 mistake wipes out 10 ata-boys.”  
Trust me when I say to all GOH 
employees, you work for a great company. 
The leaders and owners are the most down 
to earth real people I have ever worked 
with. As a business owner I did my best to 
only hire people with a positive attitude. I 
felt it made my crews work better together, 
which made me successful. What a treat 
it is to be at a company that is founded and 
operated on Positive Attitude.
I completely enjoyed managing the project 
for Plant 1A, and I wish to thank all of you 
who helped make the project an on-time 

success.  Thank You for making my 
return to the asphalt plant business 
so enjoyable and satisfying.  I look 
forward to working with all of you 
as the company continues to grow 

and I salute your positive efforts!  
I may even consider working through 

a few snow storms this winter if the 
future projects require it.

 

Notes from Plant 1A Project Manager, Rich StichterNotes from Plant 1A Project Manager, Rich Stichter

“To our mechanical team and our outside vendors:  Great execution!”  Dan Hawbaker
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Moraitis Properties, Inc.
 GOH, inc. is currently working with Moraitis Properties, Inc. on the Derry Heights project in Burnham, PA. President, Nicholas J. Moraitis, 
has been active in the real estate development and management business for over 25 years.  Mr. Moraitis has owned and managed real estate 
investment projects encompassing in excess of 1,000,000sf that included residential, extended stay, commercial, offi  ce, resort and fl ex space 
properties.  Nick is a native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania with his home offi  ce here in Western PA. 
 Phase I of the Derry Heights project includes a 120-unit Hampton Inn and Suites, a 14,000sf  Quaker Steak and Lube restaurant and 
banquet facility, and a 40,000sf 10 –plex digital movie theatre complex.  In addition to this project, Mr. Moraitis currently has other projects 
in various stages of development including a 500,000sf industrial and fl ex space facility and a 160-acre development which will include offi  ce 
park, hotel, restaurants and retail shops.  He is also working on a Convenience store and Ice-cream stand project at the Burnham interchange 
off  Rte 322. 
 GOH, Inc. and Hawbaker Engineering Associates (HEA) have been fortunate to work on these projects as part of Nick’s design/ build 
team. We look forward to our current and future business dealings with Moraitis Properties, Inc. 

Bob McDanielN

Sheetz, “Made to Order” – Linden, PA
On June 3 Sheetz opened their newest store on SR 220 in Linden. Ryan Terrizzi and crew headed up the job, their second Sheetz project in 
a year. Project highlights include excavation, rain gardens, utilities,    concrete paving and a Penn Dot turning lane. Jim Stewart and crew 
poured the concrete paving, Steve Shuey and crew poured the curb, and Lonnie Duck and crew paved the turning lane and Evan Mumma 
and crew paved the entrances. Thanks to the Mountoursville operation and John Shirey for their help and all the GOH team mates who 
worked to make this project successful. Ryan and crew are headed to the Bellefonte Sheetz next!
Jeff  Sturniolo

Nick Moriatis, center, at the Groundbreaking Ceremony for Derry Heights

“In our capacity as civil engineers 
and with our direction in the energy 
fi eld, in order to facilitate customer 
engineering requirements, we have 
recently doubled our engineering 

staff  and expanded our fi eld 
operations from pad staking to 

property surveys.  We will continue 
to follow our customers across 

Pennsylvania”



On April 17 ClearWater Conservancy held the annual watershed clean up day and GOH was there again to help. Jim Ruth headed up a site 
in Ferguson Township and Chris Silva and Doug Wilson operated GOH donated equipment to clean up a site near Marsh Creek. GOH has 
participated in this event for the past ten years, and ClearWater set a new record for the amount of trash recovered from sinkholes and 
illegal dumps this year with over 560 tons collected. Of special note was the completion of the Rufus Zook sinkhole near Woodward. Jim 
Ruth had work three out of the past four clean up days there, and Chris Silva completed the clean up this year under a grant contract with 
the Centre County Solid waste authority and ClearWater Conservan y and transported by Ameron and Maxwell. The total removed from 
this sinkhole is just shy of 1000 tons! Thanks to all who participated in this event to keep Pennsylvania Beautiful.
Jeff  Sturniolo

New and Notes . . . 

Asphalt Plant Permit – Bradford County
As we have established an offi  ce in Wyalusing, we have followed up with a property purchase options near Wyalusing that has been 
granted asphalt plant permits by the PA DEP.  The plant is planned for operation in late 2010 or early 2011.

Aggregate Sources – Bradford County
Along with our offi  ce and asphalt plant, GOH has agreements on a number of aggregate sources in Bradford County.  It is our intent 
to have operational aggregate sources within 60 to 90 days and others in early 2011.

Better is Better!
To the GOH HR Staff :
Your extraordinary cooperation and support at job fairs, orientations, and the general support of all our operational areas is second 
to none.  You’re doing great!       

Dan Hawbaker
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Smooth Transition -- SR 0219

6

As the long, hot summer days get shorter and everyone begins to prepare for the transition to the cooler days of the fall season, GOH 
work crews are in the fi nal stages of making the drive for motorists traveling into Pennsylvania from New York a whole lot smoother. 
Work on this Northern Region project began in March of 2009; the total combined 5.4 mile section of Route 219 from Bradford north to 
the PA/NY border is expected to be completed on schedule by the second week of October.
Motorists have been experiencing a vast improvement of ride quality while utilizing the southbound lanes since their completion last 
November. For 2010, the southbound lanes are carrying both south and northbound traffi  c while crews complete the two northbound 
lanes and the on-ramp from Bolivar Drive. This year’s work also includes the rehabilitation of fi ve bridges and the replacement of one 
other bridge.
The structure work; under the direction of Bridge Supt. Gary Putt, entails hydrodemolition and deck repairs, concrete repairs, structural 
steel repairs, replacement of expansion dams, placement of a latex modifi ed concrete wearing surface, repair and replacement of 
bearings, cleaning and painting of the existing structural steel.
The roadway work under the direction of Project Supt. Dave Brown includes roadway removal and replacement, and the use of 
Superpave Asphalt Mixture Designs for the base, binder and wearing courses. 18,216 CY of the existing concrete pavement that was 
removed this year has been recycled and utilized in undercut areas throughout the project. Concrete was not the only item being 
recycled during 2009 and 2010; the existing 2A subbase material was put to use as shoulder backup and capping off  the undercut areas 
with over 35,000 tons being sold to various area contractors and municipalities.
Also included in the contract work for 2010 are two enhancement projects within the City of Bradford. Motorists will see a new look 
while entering Bradford on both the Main Street and Elm Street ramps
With all the various elements and phases of this project, multiple structures being worked on at the same time, roadway undercuts, 
pipe work and sign foundations; the surveying engineering crews under the supervision of Gary Conklin and Tom (TJ) Jimeson met the 
challenges head on and helped keep the tight schedule moving right along.
A special thanks goes out to Roadway Foremen, Mark Anskis and Mike Isadore, and Bridge Foremen, Rich Guyer and Doug Weaver and 
their crews for a job well done over the last two years. Their work will leave a lasting impression on the traveling public of GOH’s guiding 
statement, GPS  ….. GOALS – PASSION - SUCCESS 
Gary Bagshaw, Project Engineer

EPA Funding Repowers GOH
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has off ered funding to companies and organizations with a realistic plan to reduce pollutants 
such as Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Carbon Monoxide (CO), Hydro Carbons (HC), and Particulate Matter (PM).  GOH has partnered with Cleveland 
Brothers Caterpillar and the Mid-Atlantic Regional Air Management Association (MARAMA) to obtain this assistance funding. In June we were 
approved for upgrading or repowering the engines on six pieces of our off -road equipment.

Two of the company’s larger units will each receive an engine upgrade, replacing key components such as the turbocharger, fuel pump, 
nozzles, cylinder packs along with other parts. These changes will bring the engines in compliance with the EPA’s Tier I regulations, and the 
funding will cover 100% of the cost of the upgrade. 

Some engines do not have available upgrades that meet Tier I regulations and repowering is necessary. Repowering is the complete removal 
of the old engine and replacement with a newer engine and, like upgrading, these engines meet Tier I standards. We have four large off -road 
units scheduled to be repowered. The funding will cover almost 75% of repowers with the remainder to be paid by GOH. We can expect a 
reduction of NOx emissions by as much as 32%, CO 68%, HC 60% and PM 44%.

Both repowering and upgrades will extend the life of the equipment, therefore ensuring a reduction in emissions today and for many years to 
come. All of the engines will be Tier I compliant and running greener by the end of the program in October of this year. 

Bruce Cifelli
Administrative Director of Equipment Operations



BRADFORD COUNTY BRIDGE REPLACED IN 24 DAYS!
 In June of 2009 Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. was the successful bidder and contracted to replace a single span bridge in New Albany, Pa. The unique 
thing about this replacement was that it allowed only a twenty one day roadway shutdown. In order to meet that deadline a prefabricated 3-piece 
bridge constructed under a trademarked system called Inverset was used.
 Our supplier for the design, fabrication, and delivery of the structure was J & R Slaw out of Bowmanstown, Pa.  They are prequalifi ed with 
Penndot in Bulletin 15 for prefabricated structures including the Inverset system. The structure was a combination of structural steel frame and 
concrete deck and diaphragms. Bob Slaw and all of his staff  involved did a nice job.
 Upon closing the roadway, demolition of the old bridge and rehabilitation of the abutments preceded the delivery of the new bridge sections. 
As often occurs, the repairs were more extensive than planned. A few additional days were added to the permitted shutdown. 
 The erection of the bridge was diffi  cult due to tight space and many existing utilities. The lifts were performed safely and successfully by GOH 
crews and a 500 ton hydraulic crane rented from All Crane of Pittsburgh. Over a 36 hour period the crane was delivered and set up, bridge sections 
set, and crane dismantled. 
 The roadway was reopened on June 15th and some minor fi nish work is being wrapped up now. This project was truly a group eff ort. The people 
responsible for the success of this job are Wayne Pauling, John White, Bryan Frey, Kenny Boyer, Scott Sechrist, and Dave Liegey. I apologize if I 
missed anyone. Congratulations to everyone who contributed. 

J. Warren Stoner

mimisssseded a anynyononee. C Conongrgratatululatatioionsns t too evevereryoyonene w whoho c conontrtribibututeded. 

JJ. W Wararrerenn StStStonooonerer
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Protect Yourself and your Co-workers
Heat Stress 

When the body is unable to cool itself by sweating, 
several heat-induced illnesses such as heat stress or heat 
exhaustion and the more severe heat stroke can occur, and 
can result in death.

Factors Leading to Heat Stress
• High temperature and humidity 
• direct sun or heat
• limited air movement 
• physical exertion
• poor physical condition 
• some medicines 
• inadequate tolerance for hot workplaces.

Symptoms of Heat Exhaustion
 Headaches, dizziness, lightheadedness or fainting. 
 Weakness and moist skin. 
 Mood changes such as irritability or confusion. 
 Upset stomach or vomiting. 

Symptoms of Heat Stroke
 Dry, hot skin with no sweating. 
 Mental confusion or losing consciousness. 
 Seizures or convulsions. 

Preventing Heat Stress
 Know signs/symptoms of heat-related 

illnesses; monitor yourself and coworkers. 

 Block out direct sun or other heat 
sources. 

 Use cooling fans/air-conditioning; rest 
regularly. 

 Drink lots of water; about 1 cup every 
15 minutes. 

 Wear lightweight, light colored, 
loose-fi tting clothes. 

 Avoid alcohol, caffeinated drinks, or 
heavy meals. 

What to Do for Heat-Related Illness
 Call 911 (or local emergency 

number) at once. 

While waiting for help to arrive: 
Move the worker to a cool, shaded area. 

 Loosen or remove heavy clothing. 
 Provide cool drinking water. 
 Fan and mist the person with water. 

Tick Invasion
Once again we have another year with a large number of reports on tick bites and sightings, so we rerun the following informational article.

Ticks are the leading carriers of diseases to humans in the United States, second only to mosquitoes worldwide. It is not the tick 
bite but the toxins or organisms in the tick’s saliva transmitted through the bite that causes disease.
Two groups of ticks are important to humans because of the diseases they can transmit:

• Hard ticks have a tough back plate or scutum that defi nes their appearance. The hard ticks tend to attach and feed for hours to   
days. Disease transmission usually occurs near the end of a meal, as the tick becomes full of blood. Some of the more common   
hard ticks are these: 

• American dog tick  • Wood tick  • Deer tick (they carry Lyme disease)  • Lone star tick

• Soft ticks have more rounded bodies and do not have the hard scutum found in hard ticks. These ticks usually feed for less than 1 hour. 
Disease transmission can occur in less than a minute. The bite of some of these ticks produces intensely painful reactions. Two common 
soft ticks found in the United States are the Pajaroello tick and spinose ear tick. 

Ticks Symptoms

Tick bites are generally painless. You may not even notice the bite. And you may never fi nd the tick if it falls off . Small ticks, like the deer 
tick that transmits Lyme disease, are so tiny they may be nearly undetectable. Some ticks are about as small as the period at the end of 
this sentence. 
The actual bite may cause symptoms only after the tick drops off . You may notice local redness, itching, and burning—and, rarely, local-
ized intense pain. The results of the illnesses transmitted by ticks often begin days to weeks after the tick is gone. That’s why doctors may 
not suspect a tick-related illness.

When to Seek Medical Care
Call or see your doctor if any of these conditions exist: 

• The person or child bitten exhibits any weakness, lethargy, confusion, fever, numbness, 
 headache, or rashes. 
• You are unable to remove the tick, or if signifi cant amounts of the head and mouthparts remain after removal. 
• You observe any worsening of symptoms. 
• You are pregnant, and particularly before you take any medications.

H E A L T H
UNDER CONSTRUCTION



Useful Safety Recommendations for Avoiding Snake Bites 
Animals in the wild can become aggressive and upset when humans enter their territory. 

This gives them a reason to attack, which can be dangerous if you work outdoors.
Snakes, depending on the variety, can be dangerous. Venomous or not, a snake bite 
is something you want to avoid. Here’s how:

•  Learn which habitats where snakes are likely to reside in your region and 
use caution when in those habitats. 
•  Wear boots that are at least 10 inches high and loose-fi tting pants to 

deter snakes from getting into your clothes.
• Try to avoid approaching a snake by surprise. Stay on  
 trails and watch where you place your    
 hands and feet. 
 Also exercise caution when climbing over  

 fences, large rocks and logs.
 •   Wear heavy gloves when moving large objects, such as rocks.   

        Snakes are likely to sleep under these items.
•  If you see a snake, step away and allow it to proceed past you. 
•  Watch for snakes that are sunning themselves on fallen trees, limbs or other debris.
   Snake Bite Treatments

 The good news is that while approximately 8,000 people are bitten by snakes in the United States each year, only 
about 10 suff er fatal consequences. Consider these recommendations if you are bitten by a snake:
 • Notice the color and shape of the snake’s head to help identify it. This will also assist in providing the proper treatment.
 • Try to remain still, as movement will help the venom spread throughout the body. 
 • Keep the injured body part below your heart.
 • Try to remain calm, stay warm and rest. Have a coworker assist you to receive 
  immediate medical care.
 • Do not eat or drink anything after being bitten by a snake, until given permission to do so by professional medical personnel.
• If medical care is more than a half hour away, wrap a bandage a few inches above the bite, while keeping it loose enough to enable adequate  
 blood fl ow to the wound (you should be able to place a fi nger beneath the bandage). 
• If you have a snake bite kit on hand, wash the bite and place a suction device over it. Do not remove the device until you reach medical care.
• If you are alone, start walking slowly toward help, while trying to exert as little energy as possible. 
• Act as quickly as possible to avoid potentially fatal complications from the venom.

Watch Out for Those Big Guys!
A snake’s striking distance is approximately 
one-half the total length of their body, 
which can be a great distance depending 
on the size of the animal. To avoid Mother 
Nature’s slithery friends, exercise extreme 
caution in the woods, and if you see a 
snake, give it some space.

How to remove a tick
• Use a small pair of curved forceps or tweezers. If possible, wear some sort of hand protection   
 such as gloves so you don’t spread bacteria from the tick to your hands. 
• Using the tweezers, carefully fl ip the tick over onto its back. Grasp the tick fi rmly with the 
 tweezers as close to the skin as possible. Apply gentle pulling until the tick comes free. 
 Twisting  or turning the tick does not make removal easier because the mouthparts are barbed,   
 not spiraled. 
• Once removed, don’t crush the tick because you may transmit disease. Rinse it down a sink or   
 fl ush it down a toilet. Consider keeping it in a tightly closed jar or taped to a piece of paper. You 
may need to show the tick to the doctor if you   become ill from the tick bite. 
• The area of the bite should leave a small crater or indentation where the head and mouthparts were embedded. If signifi cant portions of the  
 head or mouthparts remain, they may need to be removed by a doctor. 
• Thoroughly cleanse the bite area with soap and water or a mild disinfectant. Observe the area for several days for development of a reaction to  
 the bite, such as a rash or signs of infection. Apply antibiotic cream to the area. Application of an antibiotic to the area may help prevent a local  
 infection but does not aff ect the diseases transmitted by the tick. 
• Remember to wash your hands thoroughly after handling any tick or instruments that touched a tick. Clean and disinfect any instruments that  
 were used. 

Prevention

Some tips for protecting yourself from tick bites and tick-borne diseases:
• Wear light-colored clothing.
• Use chemical repellent with DEET or wear protective clothing.
• Avoid tick-infested areas.  Walk in the center of trails to avoid vegetation.
• Perform tick checks on yourself, your children, and your pets after being in high grassy, wooded, vegetated areas.
• Treat your pets with fl ea and tick repellants.
• If you fi nd a tick, detached it properly.

For more information on ticks and tick-borne diseases, visit these websites: 
http://www.healthfi nder.gov/news/printnewsstory.asp?docID=532015   http://www.acponline.org/lyme/patient/prevention.htm   http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/ticktips2005/

  

On the Job: Snakes and Safety
H E A L T H

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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John Bell 
After selling a family business, Jack Bell Construction 
Co. Inc., and taking one year off  from the underground 
utilities trade, John re-entered the construction 
fi eld working for Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. as a fi eld 
construction supervisor.  
An opening in estimating for site work, paving and utility 
projects opened and John transferred to estimating and 
project management.  John completed twenty years of 
employment with GOH, Inc. and retired on June 11, 2010.  
Best wishes on the road ahead, John!

Onward and Upward!
Let us congratulate John “Johnny” Tkacik as he expands his career with GOH as 
the Western Region’s General Superintendent as of April 26, 2010.  John started 
his career with GOH in March of 2004 as an equipment operator.  In March of 
2007, John became a Crew Leader for the Western Region then promoted to a 
Project Superintendent in December of 2007.  Over the years John has worked 
all over Western PA on jobs such as SR 666, SR 219, Arch Culvert in Ridgeway, Oil 
City Box Culvert, Brookville Apartments, and I-79 Cross Over.  John graduated 
from Curwensville High School in 1991and learned about construction though 
his father and from experience.    John lives in Curwensville with his wife Holly, 
sons Ty and Hunter, and daughter Rylee.  In his spare time John likes to golf in 
the summer and snowmobile in the winter.  So when you cross paths with John 
please join the Western Region in CONGRATULATING him on a step up in his 
career with GOH!

Hail and Farewell!!
We tip our hats to these retirees and thank you for your years of service and 
dedication to Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc.  Best wishes on the road that lies ahead!
Billie Croyle ………. Triaxle Driver ……………..  9 years of service
Gene Frederick …………….. Project Superintendent …………..   10 years of service
Rodney Kelsey ……………. Triaxle Driver ………….. 5 years of service
Charles Wyble ……………. Haul Truck Driver ………….. 5 years of service
William Heeter ………. Yard Loader ……………. 7 years of service
Hassell Frantz ……………. Paving Foreman ……….. 44 years of service
John Bell ……………….. Estimator …………….. 20 years of service

Hassell Frantz retired on June 8, 2010 after 44 year of service. Hassell began his employment with Glenn O. & Thelma Haw-
baker on June 14, 1966. He performed many duties over his tenure at Hawbakers. For the past 20 years Hassell and his crew 
could be found most anywhere completing the stone surfaces  of a driveway, parking lot or street. Hassell and crew could and 
would complete any task in a very professional manner, leaving many satisfi ed  customers. 
We at Glenn o. Hawbaker wish Hassell a long and happy retirement.
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New Shop Leaders
Rick Ferguson joined the GOH team in early May as the new Grove City Shop Superintendent. He comes to GOH with over 15 years experience as a 
mechanic and welder, including ten years of managing his family’s truck repair business with his father.
Rick lives in Barkeyville with his wife of ten years, Melissa, and his son Ritchie. Rick enjoys riding his four-wheeler and street bike, and hopes to test his 
hunting skills someday while visiting his sister in Alaska. He continuously strives to do his best, and considers his ability to get along with others to be his 
greatest asset.
 
George Shunkwiler is the new Night Shift Leader in our State College shop. He has over 10 years of mechanical experience working on all types of 
equipment, from tri-axles to pavers to wheel loaders. He is excited to return to his hometown of Ramey, after working for an excavation and paving 
company in Maryland where he supervised a team of road technicians. George graduated from the Central Pennsylvania Diesel Institute (formerly Verbeck 
Motors Training) as valedictorian, and believes he has a great personality for leading and teaching others.
In his spare time he enjoys four-wheeling, hunting and fi shing. He also has a passion for muscle cars and hopes to fi nd a Buick Grand National for his next 
project car. 
 
Bob Shope came to us last fall with 35 years of heavy equipment maintenance experience. He developed his skills throughout the local CAT dealerships, 
starting with Beckwith as a mechanics’ helper and eventually supervising their Engine Rebuilding and Parts Department. He carried this position over 
to Cleveland Brothers where he also established the Hydraulic Rebuild division. Prior to leaving Cleveland Brothers he managed the Used Sales Service 
Department,  where he prepped used equipment for resale. He understands the need to continue to learn and is eager to share his knowledge with 
others. 
Bob enjoys spending time with his wife, Vianne, along with his daughter and grandson. He was one of the fi rst certifi ed EMTs while working in Clearfi eld. 
He loves Jeeps, and has converted a gasoline to diesel engine in which he burns used cooking oil. He has also restored a 1985 diesel Cherokee (#5 off  of 
the assembly line) which was one of only 500 produced.

Please join us in welcoming these 3 leaders to our team.

Paul Kitko
VP of Equipment Operations

GOH Leadership Development 2010
Earlier this year several GOH leaders attended the GOH Leader Development Program facilitated by Mike Pearson. The GOH Leader Development 
Program provides GOH leaders with leadership skills applicable to daily GOH activity as well as to everyday life at work, at home, and in our 
communities. GOH leaders attended sessions related to customer service, performance management, team building, communications skills, 
and more. The knowledge gained from this course will enable GOH leaders to infl uence and communicate more eff ectively with employees and 
customers.
Congratulations to the following GOH team members who participated in the Leadership Training: Steve Danley, David Davis, John Dempsey, 
Dave Duck, Chris Force, Justin Fultz, Mike Gibson, Josh Good, Denny Graham, Craig Imes, Darvin Imes, Brian McDowell, Glenn Peters, Kurt Ross, 
Matt Shall, Robert Shope, Don Spong, Tina Stover and Jim Willet. 

Share the knowledge you acquired in this training with your employees, your customers, your family, and your community.

Grove City: Rick FergusonState College: George ShunkwilerPleasant Gap:  Bob Shope
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The green just keeps getting greener.  Jim O’Connor and Robert Hahn 
entered their second year of operation at the GOH State College 
Recycle Center in May.  

On a hot June afternoon trucks are coming and going from the 
center bringing materials collected from projects all over the State 
College region that are not going into landfi lls.  In the fi rst year we 
have accepted materials from the demise of the historical O.W. Houts 
building to the original slate roof of the President’s Mansion on the 
Penn State University Park campus that was replaced in 2009.  We have 
also been able to assist architects and builders to qualify for LEEDS 
(Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design) building designs for 
reconstruction projects by meeting their need to recycle the materials 
from demolitions.  Because we operate in cooperation with the 
Borough of State College, we distribute their recycled products as well.  
The borough manufactures double shredded mulch and a high-quality 
compost from the leaf collection in the area, both of which are enjoyed 
by gardeners throughout the community. 

The aggregate product sales continue to be successful for contractors 
and home owners who require a few cubic yards or a bucket full of 
material for a project.  Beginning in 2010, the center will expand our 
level of services with the capability of delivering small quantities of our 
materials to sites in the region.  Jim O’Connor believes in listening to 
our customers to learn how we can improve our level of service.
 One of the most rewarding things about the recycle center is the 
support we receive from the community.  The community wants to 
see construction projects conducted in ways that reduce waste and 
reuse materials.  We see everything from 40 ton trucks from Waste 
Management, one of the largest companies in the world, to a nice 
elderly lady who brought us the trimmings from her rose bush tied up 
with a nice ribbon.  We put it all to a good future use.    

Ron Gummo Scholarship Winner 2010
Congratulations to Jillian Palermo!
Congratulations to this year’s Ron Gummo Scholarship recipient, 
Jillian Palermo.   Jillian is the daughter of JoAnn Palermo, who is 
our Weighmaster at the Hazleton Plant.    Jillian graduated this year 
from Hazleton Area High School with distinquished honors.  She is 
currently working at T&L Pierogie, Inc. as a secretarial aide and over-
seer of Food Productivity & Safety.  In addition to her job, she has 
been an active member of St. Joseph’s Parish and volunteers at The 
Palermo Heart-to-Heart Foundation.
In the Fall she plans to attend Misericordia University, where she 
will study to become a Pediatric Oncology nurse with the hopes of 
eventually achieving a doctoral degree in that fi eld.  
Congratulations, Jillian and best wishes for your future plans!

Jillian Palermo with Michael Hawbaker

2010 GLENN O. HAWBAKER 
MEMORIAL AWARD

Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc., in conjunction with the Central 
Pennsylvania Institute of Science and Technology (CPI), is pleased 
to announce that David Grafmyre is the 2010 recipient of the Glenn 
O. Hawbaker Memorial Award.  This award was established in 2005 
in memory of and to honor our father, grandfather and company 
founder, Glenn O. Hawbaker.  Each year this $500 award is presented 
to the student who has performed in an exceptional manner in the 
Heavy Equipment Operation (HEO) program at CPI.  

David is a graduate of Bellefonte Area High School.  He was 
President of Skills, USA Chapter at CPI, completed the Dale Carnegie 
course sponsored by GOH, and graduated this year with the highest 
GPA in Heavy Equipment Operation.  David was honored with 
numerous awards at CPI graduation including the CPI Leadership 
Award for 2010.  According to Mike Holtzinger, Heavy Equipment 
Operations Instructor at CPI, “David is a member of the Undine Fire 
Company in Bellefonte and he enjoys helping others.  His leadership 
skills were invaluable to the Skills Chapter this year.”  David plans to 
pursue a career in heavy equipment operation.  

From the entire GOH team, Congratulations, David!  And good luck 
with your future plans.  



The GOH “Paving the Way to a Cure” Relay for Life team, employees, friends, and family outdid themselves in Centre Hall on June 26th and 27th.  Co-
Captains Maureen Stathes and Mary McMurtrie organized the teams to have someone on the track walking the entire 24 hours to raise awareness 
and support for the American Cancer Society.  A total of 797 laps were logged, which equals about 266 miles or the same as walking to the Maryland 
boarder and back again.  To-date we raised $6,917.96 through contributions and fund raisers during the past several months.  Our sincere thanks to 
everyone who donated time/money to the team’s efforts this year!  The fi nal total will be received soon from the American Cancer Society.  The Centre 
Hall Relay for Life broke the records with 52 teams raising $196,000.  Everyone enjoyed the games and activities on the track, plus good food and 
friends while relaxing at the campsite.  
A BIG thank you to our walkers and team members:

As we look forward to the 2011 Relay for Life in Centre Hall we welcome you to join our team!  

Maureen Stathes
Gus Stathes
Nancy Doyle
Mary McMurtrie
Bryghton Rogosky
Bill Walk
Susan McElfresh
Joe McElfresh
Kevin McElfresh
Carol Stottlemyer
Mandy Shawley
Terri Swann

Alan Swann
Wendy Christopher
Karen Maus
Pat Klinger
Scott Klinger
Kristin Klinger
Chris Widle
Cassandra Gallagher
Cassandra Thompson
Tina Stover
Dan Stover
Mikala Stover

Myles Stover 
John Gmerek
Ryan Gmerek
Renata Furman 
Bill Furman
Kamilia Furman
Elaina Furman
Lora Gauss
Emily Fest
Colleen Cleavenger
Vickie McMurtrie
Ruthanna McMurtrie

Jim Purtell
Karin Brown
Wendy Hockenberry
Brain Saiers
Robert Mellott
Luz Leathers
Eileen Runyan
Richard Runyan
Diana Coder
Joyce Peters
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In Memoriam:  Matt Frantz 
On May 18, 2010 Glenn O. Hawbaker lost a long time retired employee:  Matthew Frantz, or, as most new him, 
“pappy Matt.” He served in WWII from 1943 until 1946 and was wounded at Guadalcanal. Matt received the 
American Theater Ribbon, Asiatic- Pacifi c Ribbon, Good Conduct Medal and the World War II Victory Medal for 
his service in the U.S. Army. Upon his return to Centre County he was employed by J. Alvin Hawbaker (brother of 
Glenn O. Hawbaker) for a period of time. When Glenn O. & Thelma Purchased J. Alvin’s equipment, Matt began 
his employment with Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. Matt spent most of his time on a 955 CAT Loader and for several 
years loaded aggregate at our Pleasant Gap Quarry.

Welcome Jeff McClintock!
Please welcome Jeff  McClintock as he joins the Western 
Region team as a Project Superintendent.   Jeff  is a 
graduate from Harrisburg Community College with 
an Associate degree in Construction Technology.  Jeff  
joins the GOH family with 25+ years experience in state 
and civil site work.  Jeff  lives in Frenchville with his 
wife Andrea.  Jeff  has two sons Jason and Jeremy, one 
grandson Joshua and one granddaughter Jessica.  Jeff ’s 
hobbies are trail riding on his horses and hunting.W
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GOH Marks 1,000,000 Tons!
Over ninety percent of the United States’ (US) highways and roads are constructed with Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA).  As the US infrastructure ages, 
these highways and roads must be maintained and rehabilitated.  Each state is working to economically perform this rehabilitation.  RAP 
can be a key in maximizing every dollar we have to spend on infrastructure.  RAP is a useful alternative to virgin materials because it reduces 
the amount of new mining for stone as well as petroleum refi ning for liquid asphalt binder.  This recycling conserves energy by reducing 
transportation necessary to transport aggregate to the asphalt plant.  Using RAP greatly reduces the amount of construction debris going into 
our landfi lls and preserves our natural resources for future uses.  Ultimately, recycling asphalt creates a cycle of reuse that optimizes the use of 
natural resources and sustains the asphalt pavement industry.  
RAP is generated from milling existing roads.  RAP is the #1 recycled material by weight.  The average use of RAP in Hot Mix Asphalt material 
is 12%.  GOH matched this rate in 2008.  In 2009 GOH successfully increased this to 14% companywide.   That is 14% of every ton of Hot Mix 
Asphalt, was reclaimed and recycled material. 
To accomplish the task of transforming the 10-20-30 year old roads we drive on back into new roads, it takes several of our teams working 
together.  The process begins in the laboratories with the design teams.  The designers analyze the RAP characteristics and qualities. They 
create mix designs which incorporate the RAP in to the fi nished product designs.  Presently, we have mix designs to utilize RAP in almost every 
conceivable mix, from back roads to the interstates and even on airport runways.  But each year we fi nd new opportunities for RAP usage.  Once 
the design is complete, we go back to the process of acquiring the RAP material.  The milling and excavator crews in this instance are performing 
the mining instead of the quarries.  We mine the roads and parking lots to reclaim the raw material.  
Transportation moves the material from the jobs to the various processing sites and plant locations.  The quarries and mobile crushing teams 
crush the material to the appropriate size.  The lab technicians close the loop in the cycle by randomly sampling the material to ensure the 
characteristics they designed around are found in the reprocessed material.  The plant crews manage the RAP material and ensure proper 
blending of it back into mix to create a quality HMA product.  Once the lab tests and certifi es the material, it’s off  to the paving crews for lay 
down and compaction.  This completes the Recycled Asphalt Product story.  The fi nished product must meet all the same requirements with or 
without RAP in the fi nal product.  Upon completion of the project, we (the motoring public) get to use our infrastructure again for upwards of 
10-20 years.  Some asphalt roads have gone 50 years without structural repairs being needed.
In 2009 everyone worked together to recycle total of 208,688 tons of RAP into the 1,498,565 tons of HMA we delivered to our customers.  This is 
the largest volume of RAP we have ever utilized in one season.    In the spring of 2010, GOH exceeded the 1 million ton level of RAP utilized back 
into HMA.  
Thank you all from GOH for helping to ensure our competitiveness in these economic times.  You should be proud of the work you do ensuring 
we economically rehabilitate our roads and infrastructure.



Lincoln Neal Skarbek

Ross Aiden Fisher

Caleb Davidson

BABY ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Marc J. and Trisha D. Skarbek
Congratulations to Marc and Trisha on the birth of their son, 
Lincoln Neal Skarbek.  He weighed 7 lbs., 12 ounces and 
measured 19 ½ inches in length.  Lincoln was May 20, 2010 
at the Dubois Hospital. 

Marc is a lab tech for GOH, Inc. at the Dubois Asphalt 
Plant, and Trisha is a Community Services Supervisor at 
Community Action, Inc.  Lincoln has a 3-year old big sister, 
Claire, who loves her new baby brother. Congratulations on 
the new addition to your family!

Rick and Michele Fisher
Congratulations to Rick and Michele on the birth of their 
son, Ross Aiden Fisher.  Ross weighed 8 lbs., 2 ounces and 
measured 21 1/2 inches in length.   He was born April 3, 2010 
at Mount Nittany Medical Center.

Rick is a shop leader for GOH, Inc. at the Pleasant Gap 
shop, and Michele is a day care aide at the Tipton Baptist 
Church.  Ross has older twin brothers, Reese and Riley, age 6.  
Congratulations on the new addition to your family!

Dan and Allison Davidson
Congratulations to Dan and Allison on the birth of their son, 
Caleb Davidson.  He was born 
May 18, 2010 at the Altoona Hospital.  Caleb weighed 9 lbs., 
2 ounces and measured 22 inches in length.

Dan is a foreman for GOH, Inc. at the Aggregate Plant 
in Pleasant Gap, and Allison is an accountant at Harry 
K. Sickler Associates.  Caleb has an older brother, Zach. 
Congratulations on the new addition to your family!

If you are pregnant, 

congratulations! Now plan to 

join Baby BluePrints. Simply 

call toll-free 1-866-918-5267 

any time of the day, any 

day of the week. Have your 

Highmark ID card handy for 

requested information. Once 

you’ve enrolled, you’ll receive 

your Baby BluePrints Welcome 

Package in 3-4 weeks. 

Recent    Sighting!!

GOH seen at Sequoia National Forest, CA. Where have your worn your GOH lately?? 
Submit your photos to:  tlb@goh-inc.com
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GLENN O. HAWBAKER INC.
1952 Waddle Road
Suite 203
State College, PA 16803
www.goh-inc.com

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Have you returned your Raystown Lake Activity Registration form to GOH yet?
Please do so by July 30!

Activities include: Water Park and Mini Golf, Caricatures by Chip Mock, Proud Mary Showboat cruises, 
Dinner at the Lodge to celebrate retirees and years of service, Breakfast under the Marina Tent and 
plenty of lakeside fun! On-site lodging and camping is available for those wishing to enjoy the 
whole weekend at the Lake. Alabama-Penn State football game time has moved to 7PM and will be 
broadcast just after dinner in the Lodge. 

WE ARE ~ PENN STATE!!
Bring your family out to the Lake and enjoy time with co-workers and family!


